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Presentation Notes
I am PJ. I co-founded Vaimo in 2008 when Magento came out and back then (there were 3 of us) I was the web guy and designer head dealing with all things frontend and customer facing. Which back then meant pretty much everything from hacking Magento Default theme and trying to understand Prototype Javascript and populating language packs, brute-forcing the tax class settings in Magento to make things compatible with European and Nordic Tax rules. I guess I’ve done my share of internationalization. I am part technologist and part creative mind and today I serve as Chief Creative Officer at Vaimo.
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Presentation Notes
Vaimo is full-service ecommerce agency. We work exclusively with Magento. We’re a decorated gold parter, this year we hold the Omnichannel flag in our region. Vaimo was founded in Sweden, that’s where I am based, but today we are a group of about 270 employees in 10 countries serving clients all over the world. UK is one of our largest and fastest growing markets. 



Going Global?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, let’s get to the topic. Going Global, I put a questionmark here as if it was a question. And it definitely can be. But what I will spend the coming 25 minutes on is questions and lessons learned around going global. Because as exciting and promising it might look, there are a couple of tricky bits. 
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Speaking of potential. I like this map. It’s a couple of years old now and I assume things have moved around a lot.But it is pretty easy to image a sales or product manager looking at this going “ok I am here - this is UK” and the digital distance to all these other markets is almost zero. Germany, Netherlands, Nordics - they are all online - lets go!



Get the basics right
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Presentation Notes
Sounds pretty easy. Internet has no borders. Anything is just a couple of clicks, taps or swipes away. Google will sort the translation bit and everybody has PayPal.And some part are easy. Some parts are hard. But let’s start with some basics.



Basics: Platform
• Magento?

• Something else?
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This is the first choice we will have to make. Do we want to conquer the word with Magento?Do we want to fail with something else?



Basics: Platform
• Magento

• Something else
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That’s an easy one, right?Actually, a lot of the projects we take on these days are replatform projects and the support for multi-site, multi-language and multi-currency is often one of the top reasons for going with Magento. You want to manage as much as possible with as few systems as possible.Our lesson learned here is that Magento works really well for going global. Once you have a solid foundation set up for your local market, the technical cost of adding another market can be very low. Just hit up Admin Panel, add a website, store view, install a language pack, bunch of more settings and boom - we’re good to go. Sounds super easy, it actually is pretty easy and sometimes we have done more or less this with clients.With Magento, many of the technical challenges of launching a new market are just not there. Click click click boom.



Basics: Think things through 
• Site, Catalog & Content Management

• Localisation

• Marketing & Acquisition Strategy

• Purchasing, Sales & Accounting

• Order & Returns Management

• Support & CRM

• The Site Setup = Key
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Then we have to start thinking a couple of other things true. - Who is doing what?Do we have global teams managing the catalog? - Do we have local teams managing the content?What about translations?Where do we drive traffic? Where do we run ads?Who is in charge of sales and promotions?How do we handle support? Is it per market or globally? In-house or not?Where do our email subscribers end up? Who owns them?Everything boils down to the site setup. The Site Setup is what can make or break your scaling strategy. It is easy to set up one site, not su much can go wrong there. It is when you start to add the 2nd, 3rd and 15th site with language, currency integrations when you start to fel the pain of not having a scalable setup.
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This is Björn Borg. Live on Magento since 2013. 



Björn Borg
• 11 country sites + Europe, US & Canada

• 15 websites in Magento, 12 localized
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Presentation Notes
The think things through list was long and it doesn’t make sense to go through everything. There are no general answers. I just want to show an example of how to start thinking about it.This is a very crude mapping of market served, language and site address för Björn Borg.
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It doesn’t show here, but one you have this its a lot easier to talk about details:Who is running it?Payments?Shipping?Tax Settings?Do they have their own support?Different design?Do they share server?How do we keep the sites separated for users and search engines?BB had forward slash uk for uk, which is one of the ways you can deal with localized sites. 



Basics: Sites & Domains

Folder Björn Borg, Filippa K, Tous, Agent Provocateur

Domain Fjällräven, Jack Daniel’s, Dyson, Polarn O. Pyret

Subdomain Gant
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These are the 3 different ways we work with.



Basics: Sites & Domains

Folder www.bjornborg.com/uk 🙂🙂 👍👍🙂🙂

Domain www.fjallraven.co.uk 🙂🙂 👍👍🙂🙂

Subdomain de.gant.com 😐😐👍👍🙂🙂

Keep language and currency combinations on different URLs
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Domain = Easy & clean. Little less hassle with Tracking, DNS settings, SSL certificates. SEO, SEM is the same. Magento does not care.They all work. As long as a page with unique content has it’s own web adress, we’re good. 

http://www.bjornborg.com/uk
http://www.fjallraven.co.uk
http://de.gant.com
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An typical example here with BB. 



United Kingdom  ▾

Basics: Country Switcher

Select Country:
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Another basic piece, the country switcher. Most sites available in different markets have it.Seems pretty straightforward, but its not always the case.One of the things I work with at Vaimo is usability testing, we observe users while browsing the site and try to find friction or sticking points.This is one of them. When a user sees this, she is often hesitating and we se a crease forming between the eyebrows. So we dig deeper 



Basics: Country Switcher
Country ▾

What am I really selecting?

• Language?

• Content?

• Currency & Price?

• Assortment & Availability?

• Destination?
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But what am I selecting and what difference does it make? Language - seems ok but then you have Belgium, Switzerland and Canada.Content - I prefer to read Italian but am I really getting the full experience on this translated site? Maybe the US site is publishing more content?Currency & Price - The dollar is pretty cheap, can I get this for less on US?Assortment - Do they sell this in my country? Can I get it shipped from elsewhere? During sale period, is the inventory different?Ok I found it - but do they ship to my country from this site?Even if this is only something that happens once for you as a customer. Eventually you figure it out and never think about it again. It is still friction. Throwing a confusing message in the face of a first time visitor can be very costly. We’ve seen customers getting stuck in checkout not realizing that they can get it shipped if they only switch to the right site.Also - this little flag, or dropdown, or massive list of choices can have big effects down the line as you add more and more countries. Because it has to do with your site setup.



Basics: Country Switcher
Country ▾

Country ▾ Currency ▾

Country + Currency ▾ Language ▾

Country ▾ Currency ▾ Display Currency ▾

Shipping to ▾

Currency ▾

Language ▾

Shipping to ▾

Language ▾
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OK, enough questions. Lets look at some answers. Another thing we do for clients is competitor benchmarking. These are 6 real world and recent examples of switchers out there.



Basics: Country Switcher
Country ▾

Country ▾ Currency ▾

Country + Currency ▾Language ▾

Country ▾Currency ▾Display Currency ▾

Shipping to ▾

Currency ▾

Language ▾

Shipping to ▾

Language ▾
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Country & Language = Separate choicesCountry & Currency = Asos (8 localized sites)C & C & DP = MatchesC+C & Language = N-A-PShipping to + Language = John LewisShipping to & Currency = BurberryThere are probably many good reasons behind these. And they probably work. But I would argue some of them are causing friction and confusing.



Basics: Country Switcher
Country + Language ▾

Shipping to ▾

One option selects

• Language, Pricing & Currency

• Where I shop from

• Where I can get my order delivered
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A couple of cleaner versions. This is where we find these type of brands. One option, gives you everything you needYoox is another giant = Shipping option (only some sites localized, germany is german, france is french, switzerland english, canada english, belgium is english)Amazon is also here with 16 sites (Canada is available in English and French)Probably reasons why it doesn’t work for some of the sites on the previous slide - but it is a better user experience. 



Basics: Country Switcher
Vaimo Clients

Country + Language ▾

Shipping to ▾

Country ▾

Display Currency ▾
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This is where we try to be. Keeping things as simple as we possibly can.FJR = Country + everything localized Dyson etc have a language link whenever needed, still one choiceFilippa K not localized, Flight Club is only display currency
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Asos, Matches and Burberry.
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Overwhelmingly complex form with layers of options. Once you have to put an additional description in bold red type, thats a good sign that there probably is room for improvement.
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Apple is always a good benchmark when it comes to usability.
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This is how we do at FJR.
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Tous, with a shopping bad indicated with sites that are com enabled.
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Another example = FK. Header says shipping toMobile does not have room
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So it lives in menu
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Whenever you want to changeSingle-focus and clear explanation of what this is
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We select
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Done, shipping to Netherlands. Very minimalistic!
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Not in header
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Sits in footer
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Expanded



Basics: Country Switcher
• Keep it simple

• Minimize options for the customer

• Make crawling easy for Googlebot

• Allow for localization 

• Make sure it scales with your business model

• Avoid getting sued



Basics: IP Geolocation
• Use a proper service

• Assume that the user is right

• Let her land on the desired site

• Don’t force redirect

• Suggest a better choice based on Geo-IP

• Only once
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Then, the site can help the user to choose.We know where you are, etc.Service = Maxmind, IP2location, Digital ElementChances are she came from google (who is getting good at this) or did a direct type-in







UI Framework
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Björn Borg Desktop UKTablet-firstVery narrow navigation bar.
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Björn Borg Desktop FR
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Line breaks to the rescue.
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We are approaching the limit of how much we can push in horistonally without having to break lines and scrollers.
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Worst case = NL11 characters, 2 of them is W.
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Just fits.
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Dyson AUSExample of design that fits perfectly
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Dyson AUS
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Dyson FRExample of when just a slightly longer language causes things to almost break
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Dyson FR







UI Framework & Navigation
• Always keep an eye on elasticity 

• Don’t squeeze it

• Leave room for ~30% longer labels where line breaks 
don’t cut it



Value Proposition





Why buy from the brand?
Good luck-factors

• Price

• Payments

• Delivery & Returns

• Convenience

Other factors

• Assortment & Availability

• Value

• User Experience

• Brand Experience

Presenter
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Price = Rarely a strategy for the mothershipPayments = Delivery = Convenience = What you can do



Payments, Delivery &
Returns



Payments, Delivery & Returns
• As local as you can

• As fast as you can

• As free as you can

• Good Luck!
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There is really not much more to itThe top reason for cart abandonment and checkout drop-offs has to do with shippingNot fast enough, not flexible enough, not free



Assortment
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Assortment & Merchandising 
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DysonFjällrävenBjörn Borg



















Brand Experience
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This is hos Filippa K looks like at ZalandoThey do have a brand page
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Shop-in-shop
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This is the detail page
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Whole different experience
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Big trend in fashion apparel = Sustainability & Ethic (socially conscious)
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You can even lease
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But at the end of the day, we’re hereZalando to the leftFilippa K to the right
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Detail page shootout
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FK wins the product photo game
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100% tailored to perfection
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Then you have this
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This - Zalando can not do



Fjällräven
• 12 ecommerce sites on Magento

• Europe, Finland, Hungary, Slovakia, Sweden, Denmark, 
France, Poland, Norway, Netherlands, United Kingdom, 
Czech Republic

• 1 non-ecommerce sites on Magento

• Germany

• 3 other ecommerce sites

• China, US & Canada
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FK is all english, clean and easy. Lets look at someone at the other end of the spectrum.



Fjällräven, Sweden











Fjällräven, UK











Fjällräven, Other
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Denmark
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Finland
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Germany
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Poland
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France
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Content, fully localized in 13 languages.Brand Experience, done all the way.



Email & Messaging



Email & Messaging
• Communication is very local

• Relevance is key

• Mirror your site setup and keep an eye on performance

• Email should drive around 10-30% of sales

• Get a partner that supports your local strategy

• Bronto

• dotMailer

• Klaviyo
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Really easy to get it wrong, especially if you are fully localizedIt’s tricky and takes hard work to get the web set up and translatedSo it’s easy to empty the tank so that when you get to the email part, you don’t have energy to focus and follow-through there













Social
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Social is also very local, but here it become a little more trickySocial is mostly a local gameSocial is location-based "nearby"SearchEventsWeatherAdsSocial is communication Communication is very localBrands are globalGlobal/local balance is a challengeSocial as a news feed?Cannot be replicated by retailersSocial strategy mirrors marketing organisation setup







Omnichannel



Omnichannel
• Pure play is struggling 

• Amazon and the last mile

• A store is an excellent 

• Fulfillment centre

• Showroom

• Brand builder

• Online supports offline

• Offline supports online

• 50% of all sales is touched by digital

Presenter
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We've been living with this trend for a while now and his gotten as far as declaring the death of pure play ecommerce. There has been a lot of buzz around Amazon and their struggle with solving the last mile, getting products to the customers quickly proves to be very expensive if you rely on delivery partners. Turns out that stores are very fast and cost-effective fulfillment centers. They are also fantastic showrooms and brand experience destinations.Omnichannel represents a huge opportunity for brands in their battle against retailers on a local market. What we have seen is that online sales is to a large extent driven by physical store. So a city with a brand store has a lot more online sales than a city of the same size without physical presence. Nothing surprising really but it still very easy to forget how we shop these days and treat bricks and mortar completely separated from digital. Looking at the purchase journey, it is apparent how chaotic and irregular it is. Also, it is apparent which key role digital plays. A popular statistic to look at in omnichannel is the proportion of total sales that are happening in or being affected by digital. Now in 2016 we are beginning to see claims that we have reached the tipping point, 50% of all purchases are touched by digital.What does this mean?Your local site and your local store must support each other. The better they do, the more you will sell. It is very easy to forget the physical stores when going global but these can play a crucial role for the combined sales. Let's take a look at a couple of examples. 
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Let's take a look at a couple of examples. Filippa K - Detail page 



Presenter
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Let's take a look at a couple of examples. Filippa K - Detail page 
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Fjällräven - Store locatorNumbers collection in Berlin
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Or if I am after hunting clothing, I have to go to Frankonia
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BauhausDIY Retailer in the Nordics17 stores in Sweden23 stores, Dk/Fi/No
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Bauhaus - Click & Collect	⁃	Typically 30-60% of all orders	⁃	Pretty hefty technical and logistical requirements 	⁃	Getting it right can be worth it - especially if this the level the competition is at



Thank You!
PJ Utsi

Co-Founder & Chief Creative Officer

pj.utsi@vaimo.com
www.vaimo.com + LinkedIn + Facebook

WE’RE HIRING!

mailto:pj.utsi@vaimo.com
http://www.vaimo.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/vaimo
https://www.facebook.com/VaimoGlobal/
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